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Introduction
It’s all about connectivity

Smart Three LLC is a leader provider of strategic IT services and solutions designed specifically for small, medium and large enterprise organizations. Our solution-based services are founded on mature internal competencies in IP Communication, IP Telephony, IP CCTV and Wireless Enterprise Solutions. We are redefining the level of our services to a more high quality standard to provide an efficient, reliable and cost-saving solution in the local market.

Smart Three LLC is constantly growing in response to the needs of our customers in all sectors and verticals. From software and hardware procurement to deployment planning, configuration and data center optimization, Smart Three offers custom IT solutions for every aspect of your environment. We are extremely well-positioned to help organizations maximize their technology investments and minimize the costs and risks associated with managing their IT infrastructure.

Smart Three LLC is a privately held company, with considerable assets. We are financially strong and debt-free. Headquartered in Abu Dhabi UAE with Dubai Branch, we provide IT maintenance services in over 100 companies. We started our business in 2005 and enable us to expand our range of services continuously.
Our Mission

At Smart Three LLC, our mission is to help our customers consolidate their IT infrastructures for improved:

- Efficiency
- Flexibility
- Cost Control
- Manageability
- Security

We focus on four main areas that deliver the most value to our customers:

- Providing multi-vendor, multi-platform, multi-layered service solutions for enterprise wide support and single point of contact.
- Focusing on the business needs and processes of customers.
- Providing cross-industry technology service solutions with a qualified, certified team of sales engineers and an extensive nationwide network of strategic partners and facilities.
- Maximizing the value of customers’ technology investments by providing long term service plans regardless of age of equipment, or manufacturer, or even if the manufacturer has discontinued service directly.

Our Vision

Smart Three LLC vision is to become the premier provider of strategic information technology solutions in the Middle East and nationwide.

When you do business with Smart Three LLC, you’ll get the best return on your technology investment while realizing the lowest total cost of ownership for service.
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Our Solutions

Smart Three is one of UAE’s most trusted IT solution providers

**Smart Three LLC** offers project based technology solutions focused on IT infrastructure, as well as end to end operational outsourcing solutions for all sectors. We provide our clients with the best IT people and we senior technical experts in key technology areas like virtualization, storage, managed IT/outourcing, networking, collaboration, user support, and Data Center.

We work directly with our clients to design and implement enabling technologies that will accelerate their core business. Our capacity to deliver business value through efficient and well designed IT solutions is a foundation to our strategy of developing long-term customer relationships and becoming a trusted advisor.

**Smart Three LLC** has proven capabilities in a number of specialized practice areas, each of which combine to provide unmatched end to end solutions and services:

1. IP Telephony (VOIP) Solutions
2. Indoor & Outdoor Wireless Solutions
3. IP CCTV Solutions
4. Access Control Solutions
5. Video Conference Solutions
6. Servers & Network Storage Solutions
7. Structured Cabling Infrastructure Solutions
8. Software & Hardware Solutions
Our Solutions

Our rapid growth, customer references and our ability to attract the very best IT experts has made us a leader in providing companies with innovative, flexible, and cost effective IT solutions & services.

IP Telephony (VOIP) Solutions
Success in business these days takes more than the telephone and traditional PBX equipment. It requires IP telephony solutions to support voice over IP (VoIP), open standards like SIP, mobile workers and the unified voice and data communications business now demands. Interactive Intelligence offers everything the modern enterprise needs in your choice of all-in-one IP telephony solutions to fit your organization, scaling from 100 users to more than 15,000 users.

Indoor & Outdoor Wireless Solutions
For a business, one of the main advantages in setting up a wireless network is savings. You can access the changes in your business in a short period of time after installing the wireless network. There is no need to spend money on cables and other equipments. The cost of maintaining a wireless network is also less when compared to other network interfaces. Wireless network interface is popular because of its convenience, availability, reasonable cost and accessibility.

IP CCTV Solutions
IP CCTV is a comprehensive surveillance solutions that empower your security staff, drive productivity improvement and make your facilities safer and more secure. From closed circuit television (CCTV) systems that monitor perimeter fencing, points of entry/egress, docking stations and hazardous work environments to advanced applications that integrate monitoring and control of access control, security management and digital video surveillance/retrieval.

Access Control Solutions
During this period of very rapid changes in innovative technology, the demand on biometric systems has been on the increase as people want to keep their lives more convenient and more secure. Providing the desired enhancements to all sectors by way of improved security systems such as access control and time attendance, embedded modules, pc solutions, live scanners, passport readers, and door lock and safe.
Our Solutions

Get the most out of your IT investments and improve operational efficiency, through Unified Communications Solutions

**Video Conference Solutions**

Today, video conferencing systems transcend the simple "talking heads" on a screen. The ability to easily share any type of information has added another dynamic to video communications, often previously not even possible in a local meeting. Decisions are made faster; bringing products or services to market quicker; and enabling you to stay ahead of your competitors.

- Saves more money
- Saves time
- Reduces travel costs
- Increased productivity
- Support for environmental initiatives

**Servers & Network Storage Solutions**

Network storage can become a competitive advantage when companies use it to more efficiently and effectively leverage their data. Data storage and management only gets more complex as the amount of data grows and more government regulations about data retention are passed.

With a network storage system, you can control the backup schedule for all of your business data, you can make backups an automatic process that happens according to the schedule that best supports your company’s business hours and you can ensure that all of your company's information is being backed up.

**Structured Cabling Infrastructure**

Structured Cabling Systems are at the base of modern information network. Designed to accommodate quickly and cost effectively frequent moves adds and changes a structured cabling system can alleviate workflow disruptions and network downtime associated with enterprise restructuring.

A structured cabling system provides a platform upon which an overall information system strategy is built. With a flexible cabling infrastructure, a structured cabling system can support multiple voice, data, video and multimedia systems regardless of their manufacturer.

**Wireless Point to Point to Multi-Point Solutions**

The Point-to-Point Link is ideal for Government, Municipalities, operators and wireless ISPs that are deploying city hotzones. It can also be used for connecting remote office buildings. Designed as an integrated system that is easy to install and requires no external outdoor casing, cables and other accessories, it is a cost-effective solution for wireless projects.

The Point-to-Point Link can work as a broadband backbone for hotspots, outdoor coverage access points and DSL switches. Carriers will find the Point-to-Point Link attractive because it can be used to distribute fiber optic network capacity and acts as a broadband backbone for DSL switches and routers.
Our Solutions

The Apple Store

We can help you discover the Apple product that is right for you.

- Apple Hardware (iPods, Mac Mini, MacBook, MacBook Air, MacBook Pro, iMac, Apple Displays, iPad1 and iPad2).
- Apple Accessories (adapter, cables, hard drive, base station, keyboard, mouse, battery, remote, case, dock, etc.)
- Apple Software (MS Office, Parallels, iLife, Aperture, Jam Pack, iWork, MobileMe, Mac OS & Mac Box).

Apple Authorized Service Provider

Apple Authorized Service Providers specialize in:

- Mac product repairs
- Data transfer and recovery
- Product upgrade and support
- Mac system and software deployment
- Mac integration in mixed-platform environments
- High-speed shared storage management

Apple Solutions

Creative solutions, exceptional customer service.

Our Apple Solutions is an excellent choice for installation, service, and support of Mac-based solutions at your place of business. With a lineup of superbly designed, fast, and reliable multi-platform offerings, Apple Specialists can provide:

- Creative professional solutions
- Custom software solutions
- Diagnostic services
- Installation and upgrade services
- Onsite availability
- Software installation
- System and network configuration
- Technology analysis
- Training
- Troubleshooting

By working with our Apple Specialist, you not only gain the benefit of Apple expertise, you can also establish a valuable ongoing relationship that can help solve your technical challenges and achieve your business goals.
As an independent provider of information technology services, Smart Three LLC uses world-class products during the design and development of our technology solutions.

- Avaya
- Axis Communications
- Mobotix
- Iomega
- Ruckus Wireless
- Proxim Wireless
- Netgear
- CISCO
- Apple
- Motorola
- Huawei Symantec
- Honeywell
- Molex
- Bosch
- Polycom
- Lifesize
- Suprema
- Teleadapt
- Xerox
- Dell
- HP
- Microsoft

Smart Three LLC has established long-standing relationships with a network of strategic partners that ensure we have access to hardware and software products required to implement our innovative solutions.

Please speak to any of our Smart Three Management Team, if you are interested in more information regarding our partnerships, certifications and capabilities.
Industries

Smart Three LLC specializes in building IT solutions that are specifically tailored to a number of industries, including:

Road & Transport

Smart Three LLC provides service to all public sectors in UAE including the road & transport sectors. We’ve helped them get the most out of their investments in IT by delivering solutions and services that increase productivity and efficiency, decrease operational expenses, and improve service delivery to citizens.

Education

With knowledge comes power, and Smart Three LLC believes that students should be able to learn in an environment that offers them the best and smartest technology available.

Energy and Utilities

Smart Three LLC delivers cutting-edge expertise to a number of utility providers and companies in natural resource industries, particularly oil and gas, where we have proved ourselves a valuable and trustworthy provider.

Government

The quality, integrity and reliability of a secure IT infrastructure are an essential backbone to a government services organization. Smart Three LLC plays a key role in providing data and network services, managed IT services and specialized security and recording equipment to law enforcement.

Hotel Industry

Smart Three LLC provides wireless internet, various devices, security and safety cameras, access points to hotel. This sort of added safety and security keeps them safe, and in the event of a problem they will most certainly appreciate the benefits of such a system.

Health Sector

Health Services organizations rely on IT systems to preserve, sort and store health care information in an effective way to guarantee it can be properly accessed, and Smart Three LLC delivers solutions that lets health workers do their job efficiently and effectively.
Our Major Clients

- Etisalat
- SEHA
- American School of Dubai
- Park Rotana
- Meydan
- Skydive Dubai
- Pepsi
- ALSAA
- COR
- Methaq
- PTL Solar
- Mirko
- Cirrus Developments
- Soffotel
- Taqaat
- Diasqua
- Streit Group FZE
- Brand Union
- BKP
- Gourmet Gulf Company
- Arabian Pacific
- Tata Communications
- Thiess Services Middle East
- Arabian Packaging
- Infusion Development
- Metito
- Sylvan Learning
- Estée Lauder
Our Major Clients

Mövius

Exalto Emirates Ltd.

NSTT Network Satellite Technology Trading

Ministry of Labour

ICC SAT Broadcast Communications Service

Descon Engineering Limited

OXYDO Sunglasses

CRESTRON

Dell Safety & Security

CSSC Shelby Super Cars

WATANI

RMSI Delivering a world of solutions

SMTIX

TRIPLE CANOPY Secure Success.

PTT Group

Hybrid

UNESCO

American Cancer Society

20:20mobile

AL NASR Contracting Company L.L.C.

BOSE

ARAB HEAVY INDUSTRIES P.J.S.C.

AHI

BAYANAT

CAUSEWAY

duserve facilities management

GMS German Medical Services

HELP AG

LOGFRET Omega Group Services

TEKFEN

TEKFEN CONSTRUCTION

Jeema bareface production

Life is better drinking pure natural spring water
Other Clients

The Office of H.H. The Crown Prince of Dubai
Hamdan Bin Mohammed Bin Rashid Al Maktoum International Photography Award (HIPA)
Al Majaz Park Sharjah
2020 Mobile
3H Technology
4 Communications
4N Telecommunications
ABIS Studio
Accela Government
ACCRA
Aceromet
ADCON Computer
Aid Network
Al Firdous
Al Ghurair Group
AL Hamad Contracting Co.
AL Hamar Gulf Est.
Al Jore General Trading
Al Nasr Contracting Co.
Al Raeel
Alama
Alchemy
Alpha Decoration
Alsaa
APEX ME
Arabian Packaging Co. LLC
Architeriors Design
Arrow Lab
American School of Dubai
Ashorooq
Atlas
AV Tech
Avnet
Argus SRS
ATOP Computer
Audio Visual Technology
AZ Tech
AZCO Real Estate
Bayanat Airport
BEL ME
Blink Express
Belcon ME
Beyond the Line
Barry Kirsch Productions
BL Harbert
Blink Express
Bose Exports
Boundless FZ LLC
Brand Union
Busit Advocates
Bridging Continents
CICON Building Materials
CIS Petro
Command Energy Drilling
CRC
Creative Echo International
Creative Edge
Dubai Wire
DXB Telecom Solutions
Eleven Creative Strategy
EMW ME
Equibine
Essence of Arabia Tech
Euromatech
Faubourg Design
Global Ascent
H.C.I. JLT
Horizons & Co. Law Firm
Imago France
I-Media
Infusion Developments
Intelicode Middle East
Interactive E-Solutions
Jizan Perfume
Kuwait Commercial Real Estate
Malaz Technology
Marine Light Technologies
Meast E-Commerce Trading
MENA Smart
Meydan
Mina Shipping DMCC
Navteq
New Tend Computer Network
Nokia Siemens Network
Novaran Engineering
Omega Group Services
Opentech Systems LLC
Orlando Sports UAE
Primedia Unlimited ME
PTT International
Rassmal Investments LLC
Rawan LLC
REAMNA Int’l FZCO
Roba Developers
Rotana Audio Video
Safedata Middle East
Scandinavian City Group
Shakespeare & Company
Solitaire Int’l Gen. Trading
Star Gold & Gems DMCC
Technical Architects Gulf
TEKFEN Cons. & Ins. Co.
TPL Global Services
Vision Solutions
Wilbury Stratton
XAD Technologies
Callatay & Wouterz
Core Technologies
Eiffel Holdings
Emirates Tents
Freelance.com
Global Capital Partners
HPL Yamalova & Plewka
Jeema Mineral Water
Kingsmen Middle East
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